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Introduction

Further ground magnetometer and electromagnetic surveys have recently been completed over a portion of 
a mining property located northeast of Whitton Lake, which is situated about midway between the city of 
Thunder Bay and the town of Armstrong, in northwestern Ontario.

Two mining claims, totalling approximately 18 individual claim units, and which are the subject of this 
report, were originally staked by the author during November of 1995, and were recorded November 30th 
of that year. The property was acquired based upon a verbal report, feceived by the author from 
consulting geologist T.P. Ryan, of the occurrence of nickel-copper mineralization within the area covered 
by the two claims.

A rather limited amount of fieldwork has as yet been completed on the property (due to work 
commitments elsewhere on the parts of Mr. Ryan and the author), however, following the completion of a 
ground geophysical survey program undertaken during May of 1997, two additional claims totalling 6 
units were staked and recorded based upon promising results obtained from the surveys. Additional 
linecutting has since been completed on the property during October of that year, extending grid coverage 
across claim 119503 5, and the new portion of the grid was surveyed with magnetometer and VLF-EM 
instruments in May of 1998.

Several geophysical anomalies which appear prospective for nickel-copper mineralization were detected 
by the surveys, and post-tectonic gabbroic intrusive rocks have been observed at several locations within 
the area surveyed The anomalous responses merit ground follow-up work tp consist of mapping and 
prospecting, and which may include mechanical stripping.

The property is believed to possess excellent exploration potential, based upon Mr. Ryan's report of assays 
of up to D.5% Ni from samples collected from a moss covered outcrop during work in the area in 1971. 
And based also in part upon the property's proximity to the Lac des Isles Mine, a primary platinum group 
metals producer, mining a low-sulphide deposit from a differentiated gabbroic intrusive situated about 20 
km to the southwest of the Whitton Lake property.

A program of geological mapping and anomaly follow-up is planned for the property in the Spring of 
1999.

Property Description

The Whitton Lake property presently consists of four contiguous unpatented mining claims, encompassing 
about twenty-four claim units in total. The claims are numbered: 1195035-6 units, 1195036-12 units, 
1216790-4 units, and 1216791 -2 units. The are recorded in the name of Christopher Anthony Wagg, the 
author of this report, residing at R.R. #1, Denbigh, Ontario, KOH 1LO, and are held under Client Number 
205980 (Licence A49672). The claims are depicted on the Wabikon Lake Claim Sheet (G-773).

Topography is relatively flat throughout most of the daimgoup, with much of it covered by mossy spruce 
muskeg. Actual open bog or swamp is quite rare however. Extensive cedar swamp is present over much 
of the northern two units of claim 1195035, and much smaller ones are noted along the central portion of 
the south boundary of claim 1195036. Much of the property has been logged within the past thirty years 
or so, apparently during winter operations, and marketable timber is reasonably scarce. Stands of mature 
jackpine are present in drier areas, particularly to the south of post #4-1195035, and as small patches in 
places throughout claim 1195036.

Bedrock outcrops are very few and far between with the exception of the southern two thirds of claim 
1195035, where a few hills and low ridges rise 5m to 15m above the damp lowland plain. On claim 
1195036 low mossy hummocks are common in places, rising 1m to 2m above the flat surroundings. A



few were dug into and bedrock was encountered at 15cm to 60cm depths. Many areas which were quite 
wet during the work in May, were quite dry and firm during October, possibly indicating that overburden 
is fairly shallow over much of the property.

Overburden cover appears likely to be gravelly across the property, as gravel pits have been developed by 
the Ontario Ministry of Transportation within a few kilometres of the property to both the east and west. 
A gravelly esker is prominent along the southern boundary of claim 1195035, and continues for several 
kilometres in a westerly to southwesterly direction, along which evidence of an overgrown logging road 
can still be observed

Location and Access

As mentionned previously the property is situated midway between Thunder Bay and the town of 
Armstrong, in northern Ontario. These are the two nearest population centres, and food and 
accommodations may be obtained year round in either locality. Travel time to the property by automobile 
is about an hour and a half from either centre, along Provincial Highway #527 (See Figure 1), and then 
following the turnoff to the west along Highway #811 (formerly the Garden Lake Road) for a distance of 
3.4 kilometres. At this point a bush road in good condition extends southwesterly about 1.6 kilometres to 
the edge of a small lake. The lake is shown in Figure l, and appears on the Wabikon Lake Claim Sheet.

The bush road runs the length of the north shore of the lake, ending in a turnaround at a small gravel pit 
25m to 50m south of the westerly #2 witness post for claim 1195035. Beyond this point the road is 
washed out a short distance to the south along one branch, and overgrown so that it must be travelled by 
ATV or on foot along the branch continuing westerly.
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A second means of access is southerly from Highway #811 to the northeast corner of claim 1195035, for a 
distance of about 100m, along the blazed boundary of expired claim 1205108. A third route into the 
claimgroup is shown in part on Figure 2, and in its entirety on Figure l. This route is along a partially 
overgrown bush road branching southerly from Hwy. #811 at a point about 4.0km further west than the 
first road into the property. A major washout is reached at the 0.5km mark south from the highway along 
this route, and a further 5.0km of ATV or snowmobile travel is required to reach the western boundary of 
claim 1195036. The trail was brushed out during the May work program, and it is easy to follow by 
staying to the left and maintaining an easterly course at each of the two "Y" or "T" shaped junctions 
which are encountered along the way.

Exploration History

There has been very little previous exploration work in the vicinity of the Whitton Lake property. The 
most up to date geological map of the area, at a scale reasonable for mineral exploration purposes, is based 
on work completed in 1962 by V.B. Milne (Map 2058, Garden Lake Area, East Half.) for the Ontario 
Department of Mines. A report which accompanied the map is out of print and a copy could not be found. 
A brief report concerning the area is referenced in notes on the map margin: Geology of certain base and 
meridian lines west of Lake Nipigon (Swanson, W.L., ODM Repi. Vol. 32, Part 3, 1923.).

The work by Milne involved traversing along widely spaced surveyed base and meridian lines, and an 
examination of the shorelines of the larger lakes and navigable waterways in the vicinity of the property 
and in areas to the west and north. The work identified two easterly to northeasterly trending greenstone 
belts within the map area, but few details are presented regarding rock types or structures present within 
the metavolcanic packages. The Whitton Lake property is located in the central portion of the southerly 
belt, near its eastern termination. This belt ranges from about 1.5km wide to close to 6km wide in the 
vicinity of the property. The northern belt, located about 12km to the northwest, is about 5km to 6km 
wide along its length, and is shown to contain a late gabbroic intrusive perhaps a kilometre or so in 
diameter.

The remainder of the map sheet shows very large areas underlain by quartz-feldspar-biotite gneiss, 
considerable diabase occurring as medium to large plutonic intrusives, and a few reasonably large areas 
consisting primarily of granite. As well the map illustrates a broad area along the Gull River which is 
covered by surficial deposits identified as glacial moraine.

Given the abundance of rock types in the area which are typically devoid of metallic mineral deposits, and 
the degree to which bedrock exposures are limited by widespread overburden cover, it is not surprising 
that this area was generally neglected by prospectors in the past, in favour of established "mining camps" 
such as the Beardmore-Geraldton or Atikokan-Mine Centre areas.

It is known from conversations with T.P. (Terry) Ryan, a Brampton, Ontario based geologist with whom 
the author has worked on several copper-nickel projects in northern Quebec and Labrador, that in 1971 
Labrador Mining and Exploration (LME) undertook a regional reconaissance program in northwestern 
Ontario, in search of nickel deposits. Mr. Ryan, who supervised several field crews at the time, was 
personally involved for a time on a project in the Whitton Lake area. The following few paragraphs 
summarize his recollections as communicated to the author, while both were employed in Labrador during 
1995 by Castle Rock Exploration Corp. (VSE).

The crew was camped on the shore of Whitton Lake,and the reconnaissance program involved pace and 
compass traverses to the north and south from the surveyed baseline shown on the claimmap for the area, 
a portion of which had been recut earlier in the year. On what turned out to be the final day of the 
program, a nickel showing was found, by Mr. Ryan, a few kilometres to the northeast of the lake. Within 
a few hundred metres south of the baseline, peeling back the moss on a low rise of ground revealed 
disseminated pyrrhotite at levels of less than 250Xo within a medium grained gabbro. A short distance



further south, on a small north-facing, cliff-like bedrock exposure, narrow stringers of pure chalcopyrite 
could be seen filling fractures. As no claims had been staked during the program, the moss was placed 
back over the disseminated pyrrhotite and the crew returned to camp with several samples. Upon 
application of nickel-test powder (dimethyl glycoxine), a quick colour change was noted from white to red 
indicating the presence of nickel within the samples.

The crew had intended to return to the mineralized outcrop the following day to conduct a more thorough 
examination of the area, however, a forest fire burning to the south forced the evacuation of their campsite 
the next morning. Consequently, the discovery was never properly followed up in the field. The area of 
the camp burned along the shore of Whitton Lake, but the fire did not reach the area of the showing. 
When samples were later analysed, they were found to contain G.4% to Q.5% nickel with traces of copper. 
There was no testing done for platinum group metals.

The field crew had in the meantime moved on to other areas to continue reconaissance-type work. During 
a review of the summer's findings at the close of the field season, Mr. Ryan strongly urged company 
management to pursue an investigation of the showing, however this was not undertaken immediately 
because the assay values were deemed to be insufficiently encouraging. By the following year, the 
company's exploration priorities had changed and they had decided to concentrate on their core assets in 
northern Quebec.

When Mr. Ryan parted company with LME some years later, he undertook a search for maps and reports 
he had made concerning the reconaissance of the greenstone belt, but none could be found, presumably 
having been lost or discarded during one of the several times that the company had moved its exploration 
headquarters.

To the best of the author's and Mr. Ryan's knowledge, no mining claims have ever been staked within the 
area covered by the Whitton Lake property, there is no record of any assessment work being filed, and it is 
believed that the lapsed claims to the south and east were acquired for their potential to host gold 
mineralization.

Property Geology

Over the course of linecutting and conducting geophysical surveys, a very brief examination was made 
over a few areas where interesting bedrock exposures were encountered. It must be stressed that no 
systematic geologial mapping or prospecting has yet been attempted across the property, and the 
comments which follow are reasonably general in nature.

The bulk of the property appears to be underlain by metamorphosed mafic volcanic rocks. Intermediate to 
felsic metavolcanic rocks were observed at a few locations, and seem to occur as isolated individual flows 
rather than as thick accumulations of numerous flows. Occurrences of felsic metavolcanics were noted at 
3+70S on L 24+45 W, along the western boundary of claim 1195036, at 2+00 W along the baseline, and 
about 40 m to 50 m east of 1+75S, L 5+00 W, a short distance to the northeast of one of the strong 
magnetic high and coincident VLF anomalies detected during the surveys.

Both the mafic and the felsic metavolcanic rocks appear to range from strongly foliated to quite well 
sheared and altered. Foliation orientations were consistently measured at between 050 and 070 degrees, 
with dips ranging from subvertical to steep to the northwest.

Where gabbroic intrusive rocks were encountered, however, they typically exhibited very little if any 
internal foliation. The gabbro is usually medium grained, subequigranular, and may contain up to W/o 
pale grey to whitish feldspar, with rare occurrences of feldspar phenocrysts up to l cm in diameter. At 
several locations, most notably at the #4 post of recently staked claim 1216790, gabbro could be observed 
in sharp contact with a very strongly foliated to sheared unit of mafic metavolcanics. Observed gabbro-



metavolcanic contacts exhibited trends ranging from 080 to 120 degrees, suggesting that they cut the 
metavolcanic stratigraphy at an oblique angle. Most exposures of gabbro noted during the survey were on 
single isolated outcrops, so that it could not be determined whether they were part of a rather narrow dyke, 
or instead might represent part of a larger intrusive body. A cluster of outcrops situated along L23+OOW 
and off to the east for about 50 m.hovvcvcr, at 3+25S to 3+50S, seem to represent the occurrence of at least 
one such larger body within the portion of the property surveyed to date.

The occurrence of iron formation within the area had been reported to the author by Mr. Ryan, and strong 
linear magnetic highs detected in the 1997 geophysical program also suggested its presence. During the 
1998 work, magnetite-rich, sulphide bearing iron formation was found to outcrop near the northeastern 
corner of the property, in an area of anomalously high magnetic readings. This finding leaves little doubt 
that many of the strongest magnetic anomalies present on the property are due to magnetite rich 
sedimentary horizons which will serve as convenient stratigraphic marker beds during geological 
mapping or diamond drilling.

In the course of linecutting and surveying a number of rock samples were collected for analysis. Most 
were grab samples, and most were of gabbroic rocks. Appendix l includes a table listing sample numbers, 
a brief description, grid location, and analytical values. Appendix 2 includes assay certificates. Thirteen 
samples numbered WR 0100 through WR 0112 were collected and analyzed for major oxides by X-Ray 
diffraction methods. Eleven samples numbered 216751 through 216761 were analyzed for copper, nickel, 
and/or gold, +1- platinum, palladium. Gold analyses are fire assays. Copper and nickel analyses are aqua 
regia nitric acid digestion followed by atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS), and platinum, palladium 
analyses are by ICP fluorescence methods. All analyses were conducted by Chemex Labs Ltd. of 
Vancouver, British Columbia, a recognized and reputable assaying firm.

The wholerock samples returned MgO values ranging from 4.88-14.02 weight percent with most below 10 
percent, and SiO values from 45.53-53.36 weight percent with most below 49 percent. Sodium content 
mimics silica, and due to its probable occurrence as a trace constituent within high calcium feldspars, this 
probably confirms negligible alteration of the gabbros. There is a considerable range in composition 
among the samples submitted, with four of the samples exceeding 10070 MgO (3 above 120xo) with less than 
4707o SiO2, and therefore approaching pyroxenite in bulk chemistry. Nonetheless, no truly ultramafic 
products of differentiation have yet been identified

A small outcrop of magnetite-rich iron formation containing a few percent disseminated pyriteand 
scattered quartz stringers (samples 216757-216759) returned discouraging gold values at or below the 
detection limit of 5 ppb. Four samples of gabbroic material analyzed for copper and nickel returned from 
10 ppm to 314 ppm Cu, and from 55 ppm to 445 ppm Ni. These equate to maximum values of Q.03% Cu 
and G.04% Ni, only very weakly anomalous at best. Sample locations appear on the VLF-EM Profiles 
Map Sheet accompanying this report.

The only two samples analysed for platinum and palladium returned 18 ppb Au, ^ ppb Pt, 4 ppb Pd, 341 
ppm Cu, and 83 ppm Ni from sample 216751; and 40 ppb Au, 25 ppb Pt, 128 ppb Pd, 10 ppm Cu, and 
445 ppm Ni from sample 216761. The second sample is unquestionably anomalous in gold, platinum and 
palladium. Both results are significant because sample 216761 contained less than half the sulphide 
present in sample 216751, but exhibited a blcbby disseminated texture suggesting that here sulphide 
"droplets" had begun to coalesce within the body by magmatic segregation proccesses. The contrasting 
sample results illustrate well that some of the dyke-like gabbroic bodies appear much more prospective 
than others for concentrations of copper, nickel and precious metals, and that rocks having favourable 
geochemistry and cumulate textures should perhaps be sought during future work, with little emphasis 
placed on overall sulphide abundance.



Geophysical Survey

A baseline was established over the period May 16th to May 21st, 1997, which extends from post #1- 
1195036, westerly for a distance of 2445m to just south of post #4 for the same claim. Cut lines with a 
station separation of 25m have been established at intervals of 100m apart across the claim, the sole 
exception being a 145 m spacing between Line 23-H)OW and Line 24+45W, which runs approximately 
along the western boundary of the claim surveyed. This amounts to a total of 15.585 km of line entirely 
within the boundaries of claim 1195036. In places, readings were taken beyond the claim boundaries in 
order to locate a VLF conductor axis, however, these distances are not included in the line kilometre total.

Ground based magnetometer and VLF electromagnetic surveys were subsequently completed over the 
gridlines during the period May 22nd to May 29th inclusive. As the access trail approaching the property 
from the west had not yet been opened, it was decided to progress from west to east, and generally a 
portion of each day was spent establishing gridlines, and a portion was spent surveying lines completed 
either earlier that day, or on the previous day. The author was assisted from the 20th of May onward by 
Mr. Beven B. Burnell of R.R. #2 Emo, Ontario, a diamond driller by occupation, at whose residence the 
author obtains room and board while in the employ of Nuinsco resources, both being involved with an 
ongoing exploration and development project situated in Richardson Township in the District of Rainy 
River. Mr. Burnell operated the VLF receiver for the duration of the survey.

The 1997 linccutting on claim 1195035 was completed over the period October l"1 lo 6th and entaillcd 
780m of baseline and 9.45 km of crosslines for a total length of 10.230 km. The author was assisted 
during the linecutting by Mr. Wayne Johnson Jr. of Nestor Falls, Ontario, who also operated the VLF 
receiver during the Spring 1998 geophysical survey.

Magnetometer and VLF-EM surveys were completed over claim 1195035 between May 12th and 19th, 
1998. A camp was established near the southeastern corner of the property, and a bush trailer equipped 
with basic heater and cookstove was rented from Gerry's Job Site Trailers of Thunder Bay. All 
miscellaneous camp equipment was supplied by the author, including a portable generator (for plotting in 
the evening, recharging the magnetometer and powering the printer to dump mag data).

For the magnetometer survey, a Gem Systems proton precession magnetometer belonging to the author 
was utilized. The GSM-18 model (s/n 5130) is sensitive to +I- 0. l gammas, and features an internal 
microprocessor capable of storing 2772 readings when used as a mobile (as opposed to base station) 
instrument. The instrument is also capable of automatic data reduction (correction) for diurnal field 
strength variations when two GSM-18's are used during a survey, provided that one instrument is set up 
as a base station, and various parameters on the two instruments are set to the same values. Since the cost 
to rent a second instrument is somewhat prohibitive, the survey area is reasonably small, and individual 
gridlines are fairly short, it was deemed unneccessary for the present survey.

The magnetometer survey method was as follows. The baseline was surveyed quickly at 100m intervals. 
The "loop" involved two readings at each station, with one reading taken in each direction of travel, and 
requiring 15 to 20 minutes to complete. Diurnal variations in total field intensity were then calculated, 
and corrections made, so that in effect, any and all readings taken at baseline-gridline intersection points 
could serve as base station reference values for the remainder of the survey. The datum point selected for 
the survey, in reference to which all data was eventually corrected, was selected because it is at a 
reasonably central point on the property, and the same value for a reading could be obtained (to within 2-3 
gammas) for a distance of several metres away from the exact station location. In contrast, on many parts 
of the property, taking a second reading a metre away from the first might obtain a value differing by 10 
gammas or more.

Gridlines were read by commencing at a baseline-gridline intersection, progressing southward down one 
line, and returning northward along an adjacent line. When the baseline was reached, a reading was 
taken at the starting point in order to "close the loop" so that diurnal corrections could be calculated. The



finishing point baseline-gridline station was typically reread on the way to the start of the next loop, so the 
direction and rate of diurnal drift, at that time, could be estimated. Corrections were calculated manually 
utilizing the "straight line method" whereby drift is assumed to be constant over the time interval 
between two readings taken at a base station reference point.

During the survey, the maximum deviation of a reading taken on the baseline from its previously 
calculated corrected value was below 40 gammas, over a time interval of under one hour. This is 
considered to be well within acceptable limits to provide for reasonable confidence in the precision of the 
values presented on the accompanying maps. The 40 gamma value is certainly low enough so as not to 
obscure the difference in total field strength between felsic volcanic rocks and mafic volcanic rocks, even 
if no corrections had been made to the data.

During the survey, anomalously high or low readings were repeated at least once, in order to be certain 
that they were not due to a spike in the diurnal drift. At stations where particularly high or low values 
were obtained, it was often neccessary to reject and repeat a reading in order to allow the instrument to 
automatically reset itself to the proper "range", e.g. from 58.5 +I- 0.5 (OOO's) to 60.5 +J- 0.5 for a station 
where a reading between 60 000 and 61 000 gammas was obtained. In the vicinity of anomalous 
magnetic responses which were recognized in the field, a half station reading was often taken and 
recorded, or a peak response between stations was located and flagged with its numerical value by means 
of reading and then rejecting the data, for a number of sites between two stations. It is neccessary to reject 
such readings because with each successive reading, the instrument automatically advances the "label" 
tagged to the recorded reading, by the station increment value to which it is set.

A few magnetic lows were encountered during the survey which may be due either to alteration within 
mafic metavolcanics or to the presence of felsic intrusives. A number of magnetic highs were identified 
which may represent either mineralized gabbroic intrusives or iron formation horizons within the 
metavolcanics. Anomalous magnetic features will be discussed further in the following section of the 
report.

The VLF-EM survey was accomplished utilizing a rented Geonics instrument, model EM-16 belonging to 
R. J. Dillman of London, Ontario, a geologist and former classmate of the author. The EM-16 is (or was) 
the "industry standard" for surveys of this type. Its principle of operation is simple. Very low frequency 
radio signals are broadcast by the United States military, and areused for navigational purposes by their 
submarine fleet since these signals travel great distances with only minor attenuation. The source of the 
signal serves as the transmitter and the EM-16 is merely a receiver.

The VLF signals penetrate a certain distance beneath the earth's surface, and generate a weak 
electromagnetic response within any conductive bodies that they may encounter. The EM-16 receiver can 
measure, in essence, the strength and orientation of a secondary electromagnetic field generated by the 
resulting eddy currents generated within the subsurface conductor inlerracting with the VLF signal. For 
two theoretical equally conductive bodies, the strongest secondary field will be generated by the conductor 
which is aligned most closely to the direction of signal prorogation . I.E. a conductor oriented so that its 
strike is toward the transmitter will generate a much stronger secondary field than will one which strikes 
perpendicular to the direction to the transmitter. As well, in order to best measure the secondary field, the 
receiver (instrument) coils must be oriented perpendicular to both the signal propagation (direction 
to/from transmitter) and the trend of the subsurface conductor.

The EM-16 receiver measures two parameters known as the In-phase and the Quadrature components of 
the secondary field around a conductive body. The measurments are in units of percent. When the values 
obtained during a survey are plotted as two lines on a graph, a skilled geophysical interpreter can deduce 
the presence, shape, and relative strength of a conductive body based on the shape of the resulting curves, 
and from the changes in their position in relation to one another.



In practice, the instrument may be held up to 45 degrees off the perpendicular from either the direction to 
the transmitter or the trend of the conductive body, and a strong conductor should still be detected, 
however, beyond 45 degress from the ideal, response falls off rapidly, so that if a conductor strikes more 
or less parallel to the instrument orientation it is unlikely to be detected at all.

On the Whitton Lake Property, the baseline was oriented at 090 degrees (astronomic) precisely, to run 
close to parallel to the predominant 070 degree trend of observed foliations, which is believed to parallel 
strike direction in the metavolcanic stratigraphy. Fortuitously, observed strike directions of gabbroic 
intrusives range from 080 to 120 degrees, which is within an acceptable range with respect to the 
metavolcanic strikes, for the transmitter chosen for the survey to couple properly with conformable 
conductive bodies hosted within either rock type.

The transmitter chosen for the survey was located in Cutler, Maine, which broadcasts a signal at 24.0 
kHz. The bearing toward the transmitter from the vicinity of the property is 105 degrees. The instrument 
was oriented at approximately 015 degrees, facing northward, throughout the survey. This orientation 
should detect any significantly conductive zones conformable to the metavolcanic rock units, or hosted 
within gabbroic intrusives striking east-westerly to northwesterly.

A large number of conductive zones have been interpreted to occur on the property from the profiled VLF- 
EM data. They range from weak to strong, and several are probably attributable to conductive overburden 
responses. Profiles are only rarely smooth, with most parts of the property exhibiting highly variable 
readings from place to place, which may indicate closely spaced strongly conductive zones in bedrock.

Discussion

In interpreting the total field magnetic data, the presumed strike direction of about 060-070 degrees was 
taken into consideration wherever possible as the data was contoured. This appears to fit well with the 
trends of most strong magnetic high features encountered on the property. Several moderately to strongly 
anomalous magnetic responses seem to crosscut this predominant east to northeasterly trend at low to 
moderate angles. Some of these northwesterly trending crosscutting features are broadly parallel to the 
observed strikes a few known gabbroic bodies. The very strong generally linear anomalies would appear 
to be caused by thin units of magnetite-chert +I- pyrite iron formation. Near the northeast corner of the 
property a small outcrop of such rock strikes about 030-035 degrees along the trend of a very strong 
magnetic feature. Here, however, as can be clearly seen on the accompanying mag sheet, the unit has 
either been folded, or possibly displaced by a NNW trending fault interpreted to occur a short distance to 
the west.

Based upon geological observations made during the course of the surveys, it would appear that values 
obtained in areas underlain by felsic metavolcanic units, or over intrusive bodies of similar bulk 
chemistry, will be in the vicinity of 58 700 gammas. Areas underlain by mafic metavolcanics typically 
exhibit values in the range of about 58 750 to about 58 950 gammas. Readings taken in areas known to be 
underlain by gabbroic intrusive material typically revealed field strengths in excess of 59 000 gammas.

Readings were obtained which exceeded 60 000 gammas, and occasionally reached levels of 63 000 to 
77 000 gammas. Such values are believed to represent moderately to strongly magnetic rocks, and likely 
represent unexposed beds of iron formation.

Although it is difficult to produce an accurate interpretation of magnetic data without complementary 
geological information, it is suggested that areas exhibiting magnetic intensities below 58 750 gammas 
are likely to be underlain by felsic metavolcanics or their intrusive equivalents. Such areas are identified 
by a magnetic low symbol on the accompanying maps at the back of this report. Anomalous magnetic 
highs exceeding 60 000 gammas are also symbolized, and likely represent unexposed occurrences of iron



formation. Some of the weaker anomalous highs in the neighbourhood of 60 000 gammas may be due to 
pyrrhotite in gabbroic rocks.

There appears to be a transition from predominantly mafic rock in the northern and western portions of 
the area surveyed, to predominantly felsic rock in the southeastern portion of the area. This transition is 
more or less coincident with a sequence of sporadic magnetic highs believed to represent occurrences of 
iron formation. There may be some folding present on the property, as indicated by irregular contours 
near L 1+OOW, 1+50S; L 10+OOW, 2+00 S; L 23+OOW, 1+75 S; and near the #1 Post of claim 1195035.

Geophysical responses on claim 1195036 worthy of investigation have been listed and described in a 
report completed November 15th 1997, and previously filed for assessment work credit. The following few 
paragraphs describe the anomalous geophysical responses encountered on claim 1195035.

The total field magnetic contours on claim 1195035 show features of potential economic interest aside 
from the two or perhaps three units of iron formation striking about 055 degrees across the northern third 
of the claim. It would appear that the units are broken and offset in the vicinity of Line 6+00 E, between 
2+00 N and 4+00 N, along a fault interpreted to trend about 345 degrees.

The VLF-EM Profiles on the accompanying map sheet show four letter-designated interpreted conductors: 
A, Bl, B2, and C. Conductor A parallels the northernmost horizon of suspected iron formation, but 
shows little to suggest the presence of massive sulphide lenses. Conductors B l and B2 are within or 
alongide areas of water saturated overburden and are likely due to conductive zones within surficial 
material. Conductor C occurs along the southern flank of a weak positive magnetic anomaly located near 
the southwestern corner of claim 1195035. The magnetic feature parallels the trend of the predominantly 
felsic country rock, and lies about 300 metres to the southeast (and stratigraphically, likely below) the iron 
formation horizons which seem to mark the cessation of felsic volcanism. The shape and characteristics 
of the anomaly are favorable for it being a gabbroic intrusion, and if flow tops here are to the northwest as 
government mapping may suggest, then the VLF anomaly would lie along its lower contact.

It is customary in nickel exploration to investigate conductive zones occurring along the contacts of 
magnetic high features, since many nickel deposits are believed to have formed as a result of immiscible 
sulphide segregation processes operating in situ. However, the author's recent experiences in Labrador, 
northwestern Ontario, and northern Quebec have shown that this is not always the case. Repeated 
injections of both barren and mineralized magmas can occur along the same or parallel structures, from 
the same source magma reservoir, at different periods during its evolution. This process can result in a 
atypically stratified intrusive body, or in a sequence of "stacked" lenticular to dyke-like bodies each of 
which may be of relatively homogenous composition, but which one to the next show a progressive 
chemical evolution indicative of magmatic segregation processes.

Another point to be borne in mind during further examination of the property is that platinum group 
metals, for which the property may be prospective, are usually (but not always) restricted to the immediate 
vicinity of the footwall in a copper-nickel sulphide deposit, and are strongly depleted in the overlying 
sulphides. Exceptions to this pattern are known to exist, and there are also many well documented cases of 
platinum group mineralisation occurring with oxides within sulphide poor intrusions. Regardless, 
platinum group elements are sufficiently rare in nature that any analyses returning levels above 
background should be viewed as significant since PGM distribution even within mineable deposits is 
usually so limited.

An insufficient number of samples have been taken from the property as yet to determine whether there is 
a correlation between increasing magnesium, nickel, and platinum contents in unmineralized gabbro. 
However, the strongly anomalous platinum-palladium values returned to date from samples only weakly 
anomalous in copper and nickel, suggest that potentially economic platinum group element concentrations 
might be reached in this area, within a magmatic segregation deposit containing only subeconomic 
copper-nickel concentrations.
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Further wholerock sampling will bc directed towards determining if the various gabbroic intrusives 
identified to date represent a spectrum of differentiates derived from a single source magma, and if so, 
where on the property the most magnesium enriched bodies are situated

Recommendations

1. The property should be the subject of a comprehensive geological mapping program in order to provide 
for a more accurate and meaningful interpretation of geophysical data. At the same time some effort 
should be made to determine the causes of all conductors identified during the present survey.

2. All areas exhibiting slightly elevated total field magnetic intensity should be prospected to check for 
occurrences of gabbroic rocks, and where found sampled for wholerock geochemical analysis.

3. The following coincident magnetic-VLF anomalies on claim 1195035 should be thoroughly 
prospected, and possibly stripped or trenched mechanically if no explanation for them is evident from 
ground follow-up: , \A
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CERTIFICATION

I, Christopher A. Wagg, residing at R. R. #1, in the village of Denbigh, Ontario KOH l LO, 
do hereby certify that:

1. I hold a Bachelor of Science Degree in Honours Geology, conferred in May of 
1989, at the University of Western Ontario, in London, Ontario, Canada.

2. I have been self-employed as a geological consultant since 1987, have been
practicing my profession continuously as a consulting project geologist since 1989, 
and have operated my business as a private Ontario Corporation since November 
of 1991.

3. I possess considerable experience in the field of copper-nickel exploration
including approximately 25 months in total spent on four separate projects where 
nickel mineralisation was the primary focus of exploration efforts, over the course 
of five field seasons commencing in 1987.

4. I have conducted numerous magnetometer and VLF-EM surveys, undertaken 
interpretations and completed written reports for employers to whom I was 
consulting, since obtaining my degree and commencing operations as a registered 
sole proprietorship in 1989.

5. My report on the Whitton Lake property is based on personal observations made 
on the property and in its vicinity over the course of claimstaking and linecutting, 
and personally conducting and supervising the geophysical surveys reported here.

6. All information presented herein is believed to be true and correct at the time of 
printing.

Dated this 25th of November, 1998, at Denbigh, Ontario. Qhristopher AWagg, B. Se.

President, WAGG MinecatExploration 
and Consulting Inc.
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STATEMENT OF COSTS

October 1997 Linecutting:

Mobilization-Demobilization: 2 days @ S250, 2340 km @ 50.30, motel S79.50. 
Work Program: 6 days @ S250, assistant for 3 days S300, 1710km @ S 0.30,

motel S238.38 
Supplies: Meals S215.88, groceries and supplies S 148.97.

May 1998 Geophysical Surveys:

Mobilization-Demobilization: 2 days @ S200, 3838 km @ S0.30, motel S158.89,
meals S136.23 

Work Program: 5.5 days @ S350 incl. mag., assistant S1250, VLF rental S250,
trailer rental S327.75. 

Supplies: Groceries S428.30, generator fuel S80.00, propane S10.95,
shipping S15.87, misc. camp equipment S345.28, map copies S31.05.
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Sheetl

Wagg Mineral Exploration * Coasultin
Sample #
WR0100
WR0101
WR0102
WR0103
WR0104
WR0105
WR0106
WR0107
WR0108
WR0109
WR0110
WR0111
WR0112

Wagg Mi
Sample #
216751
216752
216753
216754
216755
216756
216757
216758
216759
216760
216761

Rock Type
f.g. Basalt

m.g. Gabbro

e.g. Gabbro

m.g. Gabbro

Basalt

Gabbro

Gabbro

Gabbro

Gabbro

Gabbro

Gabbro.tr Cp

Gabbro

f.g. Gabbro

neral Eipl
Line

0+10 E
2+09 W
2+1 5 W
2+85 W
4+40 W
7+00 E
7+90 E
7+90 E
7+92 E

15+18 W
15+10 W

Cuppm

2

Nippm

39

Pillow Breccia?

160

oration*

66

Consultin
Station Rock Type
0+23 S
0+02 S
0+15 s
1+30 S
1+60 S
2+30 S
3+56 N
3+55 N
3+56 N
2+23 S
2+18 S

Gabbro
Fels Vole.

Chert?
Mafic Sed.
Bx'd Rhy.
Fels Vole.
Fe-Fmtn
Fe-Fmtn
Fe-Fmtn
Gabbro
Gabbro

Z lot. 5 Whitton Lake Property Abbreviated Wholerock Ananlses
Line, Station
0+20W.3+78S
0+05E.O+17S
2+69W.O+25N
5+OQW.2+25S
6+50E.8+20S
2+85W.1+OOS

22+90W.3+08S
22+78W.3+20S
22+68W.2+88S
24+60W.1+80S
17+90W.1+95S
15+65W.2+30S
14+04W.O+80S

gliie^M^-rSr
Description

ID-15% Py-Po, tr. Cp

Strongly def.,tr. Py

Bedded, 5-56 fine Py

5-1 embedded Py-Po

Qv stkwk. tr. Py.Tour

Very rusty , 10Sfc Py

M.5mthtek,-3')fcPy

50* Chert/qtz, 2* Py

Minor Ml, 60* qb

Rusty band ^K Po

diss.-blebby Po, tr. Cp

MgO
4.88
9.47
9.29
8.48
12.17
9.14
9.56
14.02
12.59
6.87
6.35
10.36
7.45

Whitton La
Auppb

18
^
^
^
<5
15
5

<5
^

40

S)O2
53.36
48.21
47.72
52.22
46.56
48.28
46.75
46.14
45.53
50.17
50.54
45.81
48.42

ke Property
Ptppb

^

25

Note: BLANK FIELDS INDICATE NO ANALYSIS PERFORMED

AI2O3
14.39
15.66
16.07
12.28
13.92
15.06
14.28
9.54
13.68
13.56
13.26
15.14
14.18

. "" . 'V -i

Pd ppb
4

128

Fe203
11.02
9.45
10.93
10.57
11.90
12.04
13.10
9.83
11.57
13.48
13.16
12.33
13.71

Assay Res
Cuppm

314

300

12
10
2

CaO
8.22

10.96
9.37
9.91
8.08
8.80

10.16
11.86
10.00
8.03

10.46
10.24
9.42

uKs

Ni ppm
83

55

135
445

39

Na2O
3.64
1.58
1.81
2.03
1.85
2.66
1.57
1.59
1.37
2.45
2.33
1.46
1.85

K2O
0.18
1.08
1.40
0.74
0.86
0.41
0.21
0.56
0.21
0.52
0.25
0.35
0.33

Page 1
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Chemex Labs Ltd
Analytical Chemists * Geochemists" Registered Assayers

5175 Timbertea Blvd., Mississauga
Ontario, Canada L4W 2S3
PHONE: 905-624-2806 FAX: 905-624-6163

To: WAGG MINERAL EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING INC. "

RR#1
DENBIGH, ON 
KOH 1 LO

Project: 
Comments:

Page Number : 1 
Total Pages : 1 
Certificate Date: 24-MAY-98 
Invoice No. : 19819483 
P.O. Number : 
Account : QDS

ATTN: CHRIS WAGG

SAMPLE

WR0100
WR0101
WR0102
WR0103
WR0104

PREP
CODE

208
208
208
208
208

226
226
226
226
226

A1203 *.
XRF

14.39
15.66
16.07
12.28
13.92

CaO *
XRF

8.22
10.96
9.37
9.91
8.08

Cr203 *
XRF

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

Fe203 9s
XRF

11.02
9.45

10.93
10.57
11.90

K20 *
XRF

0.18
1.08
1.40
0.74
0.86

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS A981 9483

MgO *
XRF

4.88
9.47
9.29
8.48

12.17

HnO t
XRF

0.28
0.17
0.19
0.19
0.20

Na20 \
XRF

3.64
1.58
1.81
2.03
1.85

P205 *
XRF

0.14
0.03
0.06
0.13
0.05

Si02 *
XRF

53.36
48.21
47.72
52.22
46.56

Ti02 *
XRF

1.62
0.47
0.48
0.57
0.64

LOI *
XRF

0.92
2.17
2.39
2.12
2.86

.TOTAL
*

98.65
99.25
99.71
99.24
99.09

CERTIFICATION:



Chemex Labs Ltd
Analytical Chemists * Geochemisls" Registered Assayers

5175 Timberlea Blvd., Mississauga
Ontario, Canada L4W 2S3
PHONE: 905-624-2806 FAX: 905-624-6163

To: WAGG MINERAL EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING INC. "

RR#1
DENBIGH, ON 
KOH 1 LO

Project: 
Comments:

Page Number : 1 
Total Pages : 1 
Certificate Date: 27-MAY-98 
Invoice No. : 19819782 
P.O. Number : 
Account :QDS

ATTN: CHRIS WAGG

SAMPLE

WR010S
WR0106
WR0107
WHO 108
WR0109
WR0110
WR0111
WHO 112

PREP
CODE

208
208
208
208
208

208
208
208

226
226
226
226
226

226
226
226

A1203 \
XRF

15.06
14.28
9.54

13.68
13.56

13.26
15.14
14.18

CaO *
XRF

8.80
10.16
11.86
10.00
8.03

10.46
10.24
9.42

Cr203 *
XRF

0.07
0.06
0.17
0.06
0.01

0.01
0.01
0.01

Fe203 \
XRF

12.04
13.10
9.83

11.57
13.48

13.16
12.33
13.71

K20 \
XRF

0.41
0.21
0.56
0.21
0.52

0.25
0.35
0.33

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS A981 9782

MgO \
XRF

9.14
9.56

14.02
12.59
6.87

6.35
10.36
7.45

MnO *.
XRF

0.19
0.21
0.18
0.19
0.21

0.20
0.20
0.20

Na20 \
XRF

2.66
1.57
1.59
1.37
2.45

2.33
1.46
1.85

P205 *
XRF

0.05
0.06
0.22
0.05
0.09

0.09
0.04
0.07

Si02 *
XRF

48.28
46.75
46.14
45.53
50.17

50.54
45.81
48.42

Ti02 *.
XRF

0.90
0.80
0.50
0.51
1.14

0.97
0.72
1.07

LOI *
XRF

2.34
3.02
5.07
4.09
3.14

2.25
3.20
3.00

TOTAL
*.

99.94
99.78
99.68
99.85
99.67

99.87
99.86
99.71

CERTIFICATION:



Chemex Labs Ltd
Analytical Chemists * Geochemists * Registered Assayers

5175 Timberlea Blvd., Mississauga
Ontario, Canada L4W 2S3
PHONE: 905-624-2806 FAX: 905-624-6163

To: WAGG MINERAL EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING INC. "

RR#1
DENBIGH, ON 
KOH 1LO

Project: 
Comments:

Page Number : 1 
Total Pages : 1 
Certificate Date: 29-MAY-98 
Invoice No. : 19819484 
P.O. Number : 
Account : QDS

ATTN : CHRIS WAGG

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS A981 9484

SAMPLE

WR0101

PREP 
CODE

299 238

Cu
ppm

2

Ni 
ppm

39

CERTIFICATION:.



Chemex Labs Ltd
Analytical Chemists * Geochemists" Registered Assayers

5175 Timberlea Blvd., Mississauga
Ontario, Canada L4W 2S3
PHONE: 905-624-2806 FAX: 905-624-6163

To: WAGG MINERAL EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING INC. "

RR#1
DENBIGH, ON 
KOH 1 LO

Project: 
Comments:

Page Number : 1 
Total Pages : 1 
Certificate Date: 29-MAY-98 
Invoice No. : 19819784 
P.O. Number : 
Account : QDS

ATTN: CHRIS WAGG

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS A981 9784

SAMPLE

WR0110

PREP 
CODE

299 238

Cu 
ppm

160

Ni 
ppm

66

CERTIFICATION:



Chemex Labs Ltd
Analytical Chemists * Geochemists * Registered Assayers

5175 Timberlea Blvd., Mississauga
Ontario, Canada L4W 2S3
PHONE: 905-624-2806 FAX: 905-624-6163

To: WAGG MINERAL EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING INC. ~

RR#1
DENBIGH, ON 
KOH 1 LO

Project: 
Comments:

Page Number : 1 
Total Pages : 1 
Certificate Date: 28-MAY-98 
Invoice No. : 19819482 
P.O. Number : 
Account :QDS

ATTN: CHRIS WAGG

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS A981 9482

SAMPLE

216751 
216752 
216753 
216754 
216755

216756

PREP 
CODE

205 
205 
205 
205 
205

205

226 
226 
226 
226 
226

226

Au ppb 
FA+AA

< 5
< 5 
< 5 
< 5

15

Au ppb 
AFS

18

Pt ppb 
AFS

< 5

Pd ppb 
AFS

4

Cu 
ppm

314

300

Ni 
ppm

83

55

m

CERTIFICATION:



Chemex Labs Ltd
Analytical Chemists * Geochemists * Registered Assayers

5175 Timberlea Blvd., Mississauga
Ontario, Canada L4W 2S3
PHONE: 905-624-2806 FAX: 905-624-6163

To: WAGG MINERAL EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING INC. **

RR#1
DENBIGH, ON 
KOH 1 LO

Project: 
Comments:

Page Number : 1 
Total Pages : 1 
Certificate Date: 29-MAY-98 
Invoice No. : 19819780 
P.O. Number : 
Account : QDS

ATTN: CHRIS WAGG

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS A981 9780

SAMPLE

216757 
216758 
216759 
216760 
216761

PREP 
CODE

205 
205 
205 
205 
205

226 
226 
226 
226 
226

Au ppb 
FA+AA

5 
< 5
< 5

Au ppb 
AFS

40

Pt ppb 
AFS

25

Pd ppb 
AFS

128

Cu
ppm

12 
10

Ni 
ppm

135 
445

CERTIFICATION:.



Chemex Labs Ltd
Analytical Chemists" Geochemists ' Registered Assayers

212 Brooksbank Ave., North Vancouver 
British Columbia, Canada V7J 2C1 
PHONE: 604-984-0221

To: WAGG MINERAL EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING INC.

RR#1
DENBIGH, ON 
KOH 1LO

INVOICE NUMBER 19819483

BILLING INFORMATION

24-MAY-98Date: 
Project: 
P.O. No.: 
Account: QDS

Comments:

Billing: For analysis performed on 
Certificate A9819483

Terms: Payment due on receipt of invoice 
1.2507o per month (1507o per annum) 
charged on overdue accounts

Please Remit Payments to:

CHEMEX LABS LTD. 
212 Brooksbank Ave., 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada V7J 2C1

# OF ANALYSED FOR 
SAMPLES CODE - DESCRIPTION

UNIT 
PRICE

SAMPLE 
PRICE

208 - Assay ring to approx 150 mesh 
A-413 XRF - Basic W.R.A. 
0-3 Kg crush and split

2.50
21.00
2.60 26.10

AMOUNT

130.50

Total Cost S 130.50
(Regtt R100938885 J GST $ 9.14

TOTAL PAYABLE (CDN) S 139.64



Chemex Labs Ltd,
Analytical Chemists * Geochemists" Registered Assayers

212 Brooksbank Ave., North Vancouver 
British Columbia, Canada V7J 2C1 
PHONE: 604-984-0221

To: WAGG MINERAL EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING INC.

RRttl
DENBIGH, ON 
KOH 1LO

INVOICE NUMBER 19819782

BILLING INFORMATION

27-MAY-98Date: 
Project: 
P.O. No.: 
Account: QDS

Comments:

Billing: For analysis performed on 
CertificateA9819782

Terms: Payment due on receipt of invoice 
1.2507o per month (15"7o per annum) 
charged on overdue accounts

Please Remit Payments to:

CHEMEX LABS LTD. 
212 Brooksbank Ave., 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada V7J 2C1

# OF ANALYSED FOR 
SAMPLES CODE - DESCRIPTION

UNIT 
PRICE

SAMPLE 
PRICE

208 - Assay ring to approx 150 mesh 
A-413 XRF - Basic W.R.A. 
0-3 Kg crush and split

2.50
21.00
2.60 26.10

Total Cost 
(Reg# R100938885 ) GST

AMOUNT

208.80

208.80
14.62

TOTAL PAYABLE (CDN) $ 223.42



Chemex Labs Ltd,
Analytical Chemists * Geochemists * Registered Assayers

212 Brooksbank Ave., North Vancouver 
British Columbia, Canada V7J 2C1 
PHONE: 604-984-0221

To: WAGG MINERAL EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING INC. **

RRttl
DENBIGH, ON 
KOH 1LO

INVOICE NUMBER 19819484

BILLING INFORMATION

Date: 29-MAY-98 
Project: 
P.O. No.: 
Account: QDS

Comments:

Billing: For analysis performed on 
CertificateA9819484

Terms: Payment due on receipt of invoice 
1.2507o per month (150A per annum) 
charged on overdue accounts

Please Remit Payments to:

CHEMEX LABS LTD. 
212 Brooksbank Ave., 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada V7J 2C1

# OF ANALYSED FOR 
SAMPLES CODE - DESCRIPTION

UNIT 
PRICE

SAMPLE 
PRICE

299 - Pulp; prepped on other workorder 0.00
2 - Cu ppm 1.25
8 - Mi ppm 1.25

238 - Nitric-aqua-regia digestion 2.00 4.50

AMOUNT

4.50

Total Cost $ 4.50
{Reg# R100938885 ) GST $ 0.32

TOTAL PAYABLE (CDN) $ 4.82



Chemex Labs Ltd
Analytical Chemists * Geochetnists" Registered Assayers
212 Brooksbank Ave., North Vancouver 
British Columbia, Canada V7J 2C1 
PHONE: 604-984-0221

To: WAGG MINERAL EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING INC.

RRttl
DENBIGH, ON 
KOH 1LO

INVOICE NUMBER 19819784

BILLING INFORMATION

29-MAY-98Date: 
Project: 
P.O. No.: 
Account: QDS

Comments:

Billing: For analysis performed on 
Certificate A9819784

Terms: Payment due on receipt of invoice 
1.25"7o per month (1507o per annum) 
charged on overdue accounts

Please Remit Payments to:

CHEMEX LABS LTD.
212 Brooksbank Ave., 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada V7J 2C1

# OF ANALYSED FOR 
SAMPLES CODE - DESCRIPTION

UNIT 
PRICE

SAMPLE 
PRICE

299 - Pulp; prepped on other workorder 0.00
2 - Cu ppm 1.25
8 - Ni ppm 1.25

238 - Nitric-agua-regia digestion 2.00 4.50

AMOUNT

4.50

Total Cost $ 4.50
(Reg# R100938885 ) GST $ 0.32

TOTAL PAYABLE (CDN) S 4.82



Chemex Labs Ltd
Analytical Chemists * Geochemists * Registered Assayers
212 Brooksbank Ave., North Vancouver 
British Columbia, Canada V7J 2C1 
PHONE: 604-984-0221

To: WAGG MINERAL EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING INC. **

RRttl
DENBIGH, ON 
KOH 1LO

INVOICE NUMBER 19819482

BILLING INFORMATION

28-MAY-98Date: 
Project: 
P.O. No.: 
Account: QDS

Comments:

Billing: For analysis performed on 
Certificate A9819482

Terms: Payment due on receipt of invoice 
1.25"7o per month (15"7o per annum) 
charged on overdue accounts

Please Remit Payments to:

CHEMEX LABS LTD. 
212 Brooksbank Ave., 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada V7J 2C1

# OF ANALYSED FOR 
SAMPLES CODE - DESCRIPTION

1 205 - Geochem ring to approx 150 mesh 
G-15 Au,Pt,Pd package 
0-3 Kg crush and split 

2 - Cu ppm 
8 - Ni ppm 

238 - Nitric-aqua-regia digestion

4 205 - Geochem ring to approx 150 mesh 
0-3 Kg crush and split 

983 -Au ppb FA+AA

1 205 - Geochem ring to approx 150 mesh 
0-3 Kg crush and split 

983 -Au ppb FA+AA 
2 - Cu ppm
8 - Ni ppm 

238 - Nitric-aqua-regia digestion

UNIT SAMPLE 
PRICE PRICE

2.50 
16.00 
2.60 
1.25 
1.25 
2.00 25.60

2.50 
2.60 
9.75 14.85

2.50 
2.60 
9.75 
1.25
1.25 
2.00 19.35

Total Cost $ 
(Reg* R100938885 ) GST i

TOTAL PAYABLE (CDN) $

AMOUNT

25.60 

59.40

19.35

104.35 
7.30

111.65



Chemex Labs Ltd
To: WAGG MINERAL EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING INC.

H^ ^ Analytical Chemists * Geochemists " Registered Assayers DENBIGH ON 
^^^^^^ 212 Brooksbank Ave., North Vancouver vnTT n-n' 
l^^^F. British Columbia, Canada V7J2C1 *u" xijU 
^^^^4 PHONE: 604-984-0221

BILLING INFORMATION

Date: 29-MAY-98 
Project: 
P.O. No.: 
Account: QDS

Comments:

Billing: For analysis performed on 
Certificate A981 9780

Terms: Payment due on receipt of invoice 
1.25"7o per month (1507o per annum) 
charged on overdue accounts

Please Remit Payments to:

CHEMEX LABS LTD. 
212 Brooksbank Ave., 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada V7J 2C1

INVOICE NUMBER 19819780

# OF ANALYSED FOR UNIT SAMPLE 
SAMPLES CODE - DESCRIPTION PRICE PRICE AMOUNT

3 205 - Geochem ring to approx 150 mesh 2.50 
0-3 Kg crush and split 2.60 

983 - Au ppb FA+AA 9.75 14.85 44.55

1 205 - Geochem ring to approx 150 mesh 2.50 
0-3 Kg crush and split 2.60 

2 - Cu ppm 1.25 
8 - Ni ppm 1.25 

238 - Nitric-aqua-regia digestion 2.00 9.60 9.60

1 205 - Geochem ring to approx 150 mesh 2.50 
G-15 Au,Pt,Pd package 16.00 
0-3 Kg crush and split 2.60 

2 - Cu ppm 1.25 
8 - Ni ppm 1.25 

238 - Nitric-aqua-regia digestion 2.00 25.60 25.60

Total Cost $ 79.75 
(Reg# R100938885 ) GST $ 5.58

TOTAL PAYABLE (CDN) $ 85.33
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tis&ti**—*  i -f A*uumeM Wv.1i 
on Mining Land
KUM **R) w* tttn. ft.1.0. tSN

IT d MMKttnt Win intf Mfl) rf W uw*9 M. uno^ ncton l e) me 
lo r*vi*w ih* MMwmwx wofk ant ootrMMnd *IBi t* mining lind how*. 

ng AMoitfW, MUiimy d NtitfMm Dwolgpmtnl on* UHH. M rita*. 
52H06SW2001 2.19070 WABIKON LAKE 900

InttnttilOM: - For work performed on Crown Lands betore recording a claim, use lorm 0240. -

(Altaeh a 1st H necessary)

0/V

5223

.

: U

t. Type of wort performed; .Check ( ^ ) and report on only ONE of the following groups fer this declaration.

D
"**Tyf.

f4^,CQif-eH Office Use

TOW ( Vthi* 01 
WWKCtorwd

NTSMtrenee

PlttM remember ta - obtain a work pemii! from tht Mnlauy of Natural Resources a* required;
- provide proper notiee to nirfao* right* hokJeri before ttarting work;
. complete and attach a Statement of Costa, form 0212:
. provide a map showing contiguous mining land* that are inked tor assigning work;
- Include two cop)** of your technical report

J. Penon or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list M necessary)

4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent

., do hereby certify that t have personal knowledge of the facts t*

forth in this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the awn* durtnft 
or after K* completion and, lo the but of my knowledgs. the annexed report is true.

u Wa^r)
Assessment Wo

** TOTflL PfiGE.Bl **

DEC 01 '98 li:14
613 333 522S PflGE.01



Ontario Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office use)

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of subsection 6(1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96. Under 
section 8 of the Mining Act, the information is a public record. This information will be used to review the assessment work and correspond with 
the mining land holder. Questions about this collection should be directed to the Chief Mining RecosjK, Ministry of Northern Development and 
Mines, 6th Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 6B5. jf l 9 o 7

Work Type
Units of Work

Depending on the type of work, list the number 
of hours/days worked, metres of drilling, kilo 
metres of grid line, number of samples, etc.

Cost Per Unit 
of work

Total Cost

 /G,

vCy 1 -joo.
?.

~.*^poC
Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

1231.
**H-^T.(^

r^-vi*^i"1 
c^J- - 3Z7,

18 K,. *2-

^P
A i v

Food and Lodging Costs

RECEIVED
Total Value of Assessment Work

NQV 3 0 1398

Calculations of Fi

1. Work filed within two years of performance is claimed at 1Q00A of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. If work is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at 5007o of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 Total S value of worked claimed.

Note:
- Work older than 5 years is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs within 45 days of a 
request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification is not made, the 
Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Certification verifying costs:

C 1 l -i J. 4f \'-'l, l- * uMf J- - 7AMi,i\\y w\f 1.^.0 v ,
l lease rint full nami t \ \

do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may
(please print full nami) t \ \

reasonably be determined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on

the accompanying Declaration of Work form as 

to make this certification.

(recorded holder, agent, or state company position with signing authority)
l am authorized

0212 (02/96)

Signature Date

*./f f



Ontario wi ildi IU
Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Schedule for Declaration of 
Assessment Work on Mining

TranMctton Number (office u*e)

TLo-voJ^r Boo7 KvXcwp "bWo i *
Mining Claim Number. Or if 
work was done on other eligible 
mining land, show in this column 
the location number indicated 
on the claim map.

illS'o^^"
11^034
12.1 t7?O
\UtfV

Number of Claim 
Untie. For other 
mining land, list 
hectares.

L
12-
li

2.

Column Totals

A 1(1 O /Y* ff s

Value of work 
performed on this 
claim or other 
mining land

12.5/0.^7
25/2?-^
^\
^* \

J
O^i^CLy CP^TS

'

19 "Ji ~) ^^ 1 *- 1 k/O

Value of work 
applied to this 
claim

—————————— 1

i

1

i

'

'

i

i

'

i

i

1

;
PnRECE

NOV30
GEOSCIENCE AS 

__ f)fpir

\

7^OO os

Value of work 
Malgned lo. other 
mining claims

^*~

VE^P

I998i o:^

SESSMENT
•~—— —— — J

^sy^. 7'

Bank. Value of work 
to be distributed 
at a future date

5^4^ 2.^
^- — -
^^*

^^

^5"6Z. z ^
t, f- s 6 ,3 X //Q9Q



OntarioMinistry of Ministere du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 

March 11, 1999 6th Floor
Sudbury, Ontario

CHRISTOPHER ANTHONY WAGG P3E 6B5 
GENERAL DELIVERY
R.R.#1 Telephone: (888) 415-9846 
DENBIGH, Ontario Fax: (877)670-1555 
KOH-1LO

Visit our website at: 
www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/MINES/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2.19070

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9840.00663 Deemed Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Steve Beneteau by e-mail at 
steve.beneteau@ndm.gov.on.ea or by telephone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 13479 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2.19070

Date Correspondence Sent: March 11, 1999 Assessor: Steve Beneteau

Transaction First Claim 
Number Number

W9840.00663 1195035

Section:
17 Assays ASSAY 
14 Geophysical MAG 
14 Geophysical VLF

Township(s) l Area(s) 

WABIKON LAKE

Status

Deemed Approval

Approval Date

February 28, 1999

Correspondence to:

Resident Geologist 
Thunder Bay, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):

CHRISTOPHER ANTHONY WAGG 
DENBIGH, Ontario

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 13479
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LEGEND

Clafmpost, Linepost

Claim Boundary

Road

Trail

Swampy Area

Elevated Landform

Survey Datum: BL 0+00 S, 0+25 W 
(units in gammas)

Notes: Survey dates May 22nd through May 29th, 1997. 
Instrument: Gem Systems GSM-18, s/n 5130
Operator: C.A. WAGG ir**--

Mneral Expl.. * Consulting Inc.
Whitton Ualce Claims

GeophysiC*J. Surve

** scALE:^ a/gsoo
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Claimpost, Linepost 

Claim Boundary

Road 

Trail

Swampy Area 

Elevated Landform

Quadrature

Interpreted Conductor Axis

through May 29th, 
Instrument: Geonics EM-16 VLF Receiver 
Operator: Mr. Beven Burnell

WP*.?.//

wagg Mineral ExpL * -Consulting unc.
Wh;jtton Lake Claims

P-ri
CjI Survey
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